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John O'Melveny, left, and Ed Galen, right, finalists in the race for
ASUPS President, spoke to the issues concerning students in the
Wednesday night House of Critics Session. ' No formal resolution
was resolved by the House, but the candidates presented views
and answered questions from the floor for 11/2 hours. Both agreed
on the basic support of the student rights; however, the degrees
by which they must be obtained varied. Issues which came to
the forefront centered on the revelation of the University budget
to students, student involvement on decision-making bodies, experience needed for office, athletics vs. academics, the rights of
Black students, the housing problem, and the financial betterment
of UPS.

CB Requests Students Say
by BARB CLEMENTS
This week in Central Board
action, a resolution was passed
after much discussion and debate during and following the
day's faculty meeting. It states:
Central Board requests faculty
members on the Long Range
Planning Committee to insist
that:
Four students be immediately included on the Long
Range Planning Committee as full
voting members.
Four students and four faculty be immediately appointed to
the University Board of Trustees,
including the ASB President and
the Senate Chairman on the Ex-

ecutive Committee, pending final
determination of the structure of
University governance.
Central Board further requests
that these items be pressed at
the Monday noon meeting.
The two suggestions were also
debated by the full faculty at the
Tuesday meeting, the latter being
an alternative proposal for the
structure and function of the University Council. The whole matter of a University Council was
referred to a special student-faculty committee, to be appointed,
for further consideration. This is
also to give the faculty a chance
to sound out the Board of Trustees about their action and feelings on previous proposals.

The 'Fudge': One Time Only
Sponsored by Artist and Lecture's Popular Entertainment division in cooperation with Concerts West of Seattle, the Vanilla Fudge will appear for one performance in the University of
Puget Sound Fieldhouse Tuesday,
April 8 at 7 p.m.
Defying comparison as well as
description, The Vanilla Fudge
onstage are almost too powerful
for the average concert fan. Their
New York debut was a concert
with The Seeds and The Byrds
on July 22 as the Village Theatre.
The effect was almost staggering
—that a comparatively unknown
group could so totally excite and
ignite a hip New York audience
was almost unbelievable to anyone not present. The combination of the group's musicianship
and stage presence coupled with
the sound and special lighting effects brought a crowd of 2,000 to
their feet — and almost disrupted the rest of the concert.

In fact, the four young men
who comprise the group are as
soft-spoken and easy-going offstage as they are volatile and individually expressive during a performance. The complete transformation is not so amazing to
the boys temselves: "When we're
the
on, we're on," they claim
freedom and unique electricity
which they project in a performance has become for them a natural outgrowth of the sounds they
try to create.
. . .

Air Force
I AAUP Vote A New Presidency I Recruiters
On Campus

After piecing together information from students, faculty, and
speakers at the House of Critics,
the following has been accumulated and organized to better inform students.

Last Monday the UPS chapter
of the American Association of
University Professors met and
passed a resolution which would
request that President Thompson
and the Board of Trustees set up

Petitions in
Reaction Are
Circulated

been playing drums for seven
years (he studied formally for
three). In high school he was
voted the 'mos't musically inclined" and someday he would like to
open his own studios for teaching
drums.
Tim Bogert. Twenty-two year

old Tim plays bass for The Vanilla Fudge. "Music speaks for
what we feel," sairs .Tim, "I can
express myself much betteh
through music
that's our
.

.

.

a working mechanism to work out
the details for selection of a
new president for UPS.
It was also found out that al-

though the resolution passed, the
entire was not in majority opinion about the issue.
In the House of Critics question and answer period, both candidates expressed views in support of faculty action, and that
Dr. Thompson was, in today's
trends, behind.
It has been felt that a new-academic program emphasis is now
necessary following a long and
fruitful period of campus building under Dr. Thompson.

Several petitions, in support of
Dr. R. Franklin Thompson, President of the University of Puget
Sound, were circulated this week
in reaction to a resolution passed by AAUP.
The petitions, originating from
the office of Mr. Paul Perdue,
Placement Director, read as follows:
We, the undersigned members
of the University of Puget Sound
family, affirm our appreciation for
the outstanding contribution that
continues to be made at this institution by its president, Dr. R.
Franklin Thompson, and look forward with expectation to the
bright future that lies ahead under his able and dedicated leadership.

Campus, Benefit Hilltop
IFC and Panellenic are sponsor-

and ending March 15. On March

13 at 10

a.m. the UPS Greek men

will run a total of 35 miles to the
State Capitol in support of State
Aid for Private Higher Educational
Institutions. The Greek men will
be carrying in relay form

a res-

which will be passed through Greek

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Mark Stein. Mark's voice is
the one heard on The Vanilla
Fudge's first hit single, "You
Keep Me Hanging on"
he
is also the group's organist.
.

.

.

Panhellenic

in cooperation with

the Inter-Fraternity Council will en-

tertain some 60 children from the
Hill Top Area Saturday afternoon.

Saturday afternoon and ends around
5.

This community project starts

It is hoped that through Greek
Greek

hands from Jones Hall to the steps

Week an initially stronger

of the capitol.

unity will result. All Independents

Friday will be a night of variety in the Fraternity Complex with

are invoted to participate in the
carnival and autocross events

a combination of dance and carnival activities. Five fraternity

booths with five sororities in the
basement of the fraternity houses.
The Betas and SAE's will be hav-

Vince Martell. Vinnie is lead
guitarist
he began lessons at
13 (part interest, part force)
and yet when he attended St. Michael's high school, he played
drums in the band. Future? To
continue in some area of music
and entertainment
"I want
to get someplace in music no
matter how long it takes."

fee of 50 cents will be charged
and prizes will be awarded.

olution supporting this legislation

houses will be sharing carnival

whoel thing after all, it's our
mode of expression."

TSgt. Gordon L. Klawitter and
SSgt. Wayne R. Davies, local Air
Force recruiters announced that
they will be on campus between
9 a.m. and 12 p.m. on April 9,
1969. The purpose of the visit is
to interview interested applicants,
male and female for the Officer
program.
All seniors, graduates and interested individuals are invited to
contact the Air Force represenatives at the student placement
ofice in McIntyre Hall for an
interview. If an individual wants
to start an application, they should
know that the application in no
way obligates them. It does however, determine your qualifications for a commission in the
Air Force.

UPS Greek Week To Unite
ing Greek Week starting March 13

.

Carmine Appici. Carmine has
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ing bands for dancing. The tunnel connecting all the houses will
be open in order for people to
walk from house to house. Tickets
for the booths will be 10 cents
each and 25 cents for admission to
the dances. The carnival activities
will start at 8 p.m. and end at 11
while the dances will be held from
9 to 12.
Saturday at 1 IFC will hold an
Autocross competition in front of
Jones Hall and Todd Hall. There
will be three car divisions of competition in this event. An entry

Logger Day
Action Planned
(PR)—SAE meets BOTT (Beta
Theta Pi) in the log rolling contest in Wallace Pool on Saturday, March 22 to begin 1969
Logger Day.
Activities will then be transferred to the lawn in front of
Todd Hall where log sawing, log
and axe throwing, and tug of
wars inspired by a hard spray
of water will culminate the day.
That evening the results of the
day's competition will be announced at the dance from 9-12
in the Great Hall. Hosting band
will be the Special Delivery.
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During these crucial decision-making times of ASUPS elections, deliberations concerning the expansion of the Board of
Trustees to include faculty and students, the decision of the facul
try to include students on all committees, (except Professional
Standards, Faculty Research, and Grad. Studies), the decisions
about the building of a new dorm, the athletic question, and
ROTC, and the debate on students becoming part of a long-range
planning committee, one thing stands in the foreground:

THE

the

need for the interested and responsible participation of students.

Students have been recently filling the previously empty

116111M v‘fli

seats in the academic senate and faculty meetings, and even
more interested faces have been showing up at Central Board.
I am personally proud of the recent concern and interest shown
by students who are tired of rattling their cages and are fed up
with being ignored. I commend those students who stand for
the principles of the due process of law, proportionate representation on decision-making bodies, and the need for constant reevaluation and self- criticism and reform.

the most effective way of adjusting

Dear Editor:

I was very much disturbed to
learn that a movement is in progress to drop Forensics from the
curriculum. Not only is the skill

our internal problems and of settleing our international difficulties.
Prince Phillip, last summer, stressed this same importance. Addressing the World Conference of the

to communicate an essential part

English Speaking Union when he

These are not just empty words. They are witness to weeks

of education since only through it

told us, in substance, that we could

of student attempts to deliberate with faculty, administration,

can wisdom be imparted, but

and trustees Painfully and slowly, they are making headway.

Forensics is an intercollegiate competitive activity based upon brains

all help the cause of world peace
by encouraging the use of our
language as either a first or secondary language throughout the

Certain basic principles must be followed by these new

not brawn. My enthusiasm for in-

world, because it is the most gen-

delegates (when we finally decide how they will be chosen)

tercollegiate athletics is too well

erally spoken language (not the

to the decision making process. First of all, as Dean Bock has
previously expressed, a policy of openness must be stressed.
Information must be given freely and fairly interpreted, so we

known for anyone to consider

language of any one country) and

what I say here a disparagement.

serving as the most practical means

It is only a statement that inter-

of international communication can

collegiate competition should be

then serve best the purpose of un-

broad in its scope since it serves

derstanding and of peace . . .

may avoid the fearful gap of nebulousness and distrust. It is

as a stimulant to whatever activity

basic to any understanding and communication.

it represents. I would appreciate
your publishing my case stated be-

Naiveté must be replaced with a genuine desire to stick
to stated objectives and a solidified force of faculty and students
must unite to make it all work together.
Dean Bock also stated that an individual must have the
right to TRY. If he fails, that must be included in his right to
try. No progress can come out of thin air; it takes a determined,

low completely.

value is a teacher, a statesman, a
lawyer, a doctor, an executive, a

the University of Puget Sound

salesman, a citizen, a mother or a

would be the most backward step

society matron who cannot con-

in education that could be made.

cisenly and convincingly communicate?

Knowledge is not useful if it
transmitted to others. More than

In a faculty amendment to a recent resolution, an introduc-

nine-tenths of all communication

tory statement appeared, stating, "There are bound to be dif-

is oral, and with an ever increas-

ferences of opinion." This can be a guideline for all the de-

ing media of transmission the proportion is constantly increasing.

cisions to be made, on all levels.

Thus, the ability to transmit by

Once these premises are accepted, the groundwork is laid

voice is ever increasing in im-

For exciting progress towards the betterment, especially the aca-

portance as a means of communica-

demic betterment, of the University of Puget Sound.

tion.

O

MANAGING EDITOR
FEATURE EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
ADVERTISING EXECUTIVE

Because we are gregarious, life
is made up mostly of conferences
and these are the sources of decisions. How? Forensically! It is
not always the best idea that is
accepted, it is the one best presented which attains the full aclaim.
Discussions—what are they but
examples of forensic activities? 11
should be obvious to anyone who
gives throught to the subject that

puget sound

EDITOR

able to communicate. Of what

Abandonment of Forensics by

cannot be expressed, utilized or

mature outlook on the parts of all concerned.

If college graduates are to be
leaders of anything, they must be

TRAIL

No approach to understanding,

debate and oratory are the arts

to resolution of differences, to

which are more essential to suc-

harmonious settlement, to peace-

cess in comunication and therefore

ful co-existence or to advancement

in any endeavor.

Has been made nor can be made

Training and practice in these

except by adequate communication.

fields are essential to a well round-

President Nixon has stressed the
importance of communication as

ed education.
B. C. Andrus

Statement of Policy

BARB CLEMENTS

Opinions expressed in the TRAIL are those of the writer,

Dick Walsh

and do not necessarily reflect those of the University of Puget

Phyllis Scheiffele
Larry Grissom

Al

Kiest

Keith Haushahn

The finite whim of God to realize itself as infinite power, infinite knowledge and infinite bliss
gave way to the OM and thus
creation. The creation of seven
days developed the consciousness
of the seven kingdoms; stone to
mental to vegetable to worm to
fish to bird to animal to human
form. And on the seventh day
God rested and is still asleep.
Meher Baba (Compassionate
Father) has come not to teach
the sleeper but to awaken man
to his true self as being God.
Man has always asked one
question: "Who am I?" God has
taken ant form to tell the ants
they are God. God has come to
free us of our illusion of duality
due to our physical and mental
presence in the creation of infinite nothing. Baba says:
"I repeat, I lay down no precepts. When I release the tide of
Truth which I have come to give,
men's daily lives will be the living precept. The words I have
not spoken will come to life in
them.
I veil myself from man by his
own curtain of ignorance, and
manifest my Glory to a few. My
present Avataric Form is the
last Incarnation of this cycle of
time, hence my Manifestation
will be the greatest. When I
break my Silence, the impace of
my Love will be universal and all
life in creation will know, feel
and receive of it. It will help
every individual to break himself free from his own bondage in
his own way. I am the Divine Beloved who loves you more than
you can every love yourself. The
breaking of my Silence will help
you to help yourself in knowing
your real Self.

All material must be signed by the author and letters to

Hear the incredible life story
of Meher Baba, and let Baba
awaken you to what is real! Rich
Chapman, a Fulbright Scholar
and Professor at U. of California
at Berkeley, will relate his personal meeting with Baba on March
25th. Watch for further information.

the editor will have theauthor's name published with the letter.

By a Lover and student as all,

Sound, its administration, faculty, associate student body or
the Puget Sound TRAIL staff.
Material submitted should be typewritten, triple-spaced
with 65 spaces to the line. The deadline for each issue is 12
noon on the Monday prior to publication. The TRAIL reserves

A campus newspaper published weekly (Friday) except vacation and testing periods during the academic year by the Associated Student Body of
the University of Puget Sound. Phone: SK 9-3521, Et. 764. Office: Room
214, Student Union Building, 1500 No. Warner, Tacoma, Wash. 98416
Yearly subscription rates are $4.50.

To Students:

the right to edit for length, propriety, or libel.

Charlie Morton

Puget Sound Trail
Special Edition Late News
Dean Bock Speaks To The Issue:
'What a University Should Be'
By BARB CLEMENTS

Thursday, March 6. At tonight's specially called meeting, Dr. Robert
Bock addressed an assembly of students, faculty, and others interested

Money Isn't

on the topic of what he considers to be the top concerns of a university.
Bock, who recently resigned to take a post at the University of Miami
(see last week's Trail), contended he would state his views and top prior-

Everything

ities, and that it was up to those listening to determine any discrepancies
between them and our present structure.
Four principles underlie Dr. Bock's beliefs. As stated, they are: (1).
Any and all universities must have one thing, and that is, matters of enrollment, housing, athletics, finances, and so on, should be geared toward
a quality academic program. (2). There should be complete faculty and
student participation in decisions. This principle suggests some organizational device needed for free exchange, and presupposes a policy of
openness with students and faculty. It requires maturity, responsibility

and quiet commitment on the part of each involved, not one or several
groups gaining dominance of the structure. (3). A university based on
these principles will succeed financially because student enrollment would
increase as quality faculty were attracted to a quality academic program,
and donors would enjoy supporting it. (4). Private, independent universities must excel to survive. There is no need to imitate anyone; initiation
is what is needed, along with innovation and implementation.
Pertinent questions asked to Dean Bock revolved around his specific reasons for going and his lagacy of goals for UPS.

Dean Bock stated the system at UPS "was basically top-heavy:"

He

further explained that, unless other factions, such as faculty and students,
carried more weight in decisions, they were considered

at little more

than pressure groups by the administration and trustees.
When asked how the University Council proposal would fit in with
his ideas, Bock replied, "Perfectly. The organizational form of this type of
council, however, depends on its inherent leadership." Without open and
flexible leadership, it was established there would be little promise of
success for such a council.
Bock was not basically optimistic about the immediate acceptance
of new points of view. "Realistically, I will say that points of view change
very slowly. What students can do is to be determined: participate, show
interest at factuly meetings, be willing to isolate major issues, investigate
the true student view, and most important, be mature, careful, directive,
and responsible in their reactions."

The following article is the resul t
of a two hour interview with Dean
Bock, conducted by Barb Clements
and Sandy Mostoller.
Dean bock has two primary reasons for leaving UPS and neither
of them has anything to do with
financial offers from Miami. He
feels that the academic thrust of
the university has taken a secondary position to other priorities, and
because of this, the rate of academic development at UPS has not been
what it should be. Given these
circumstances, he, as Academic
Dean, feels that he cannot serve
UPS as he should be able to.
Dean Bock sees four functional
divisions within the administration. They are:
The academic program
The long-range development
program
The business and finance
section
The student services section
In the Dean's opinion, the academic program should take priority over the other divisions and
they should exist only in so far as
they serve the academic program.
Instead, he finds that the academic
program is only one of four divisions and at three to one, it
suffers.
Dean Bock hired a number of additional faculty members last fall,
and in order to do so, he had
to spend more funds than his budget allowed him. When asked

about this he said, "I have spent
as I felt necessary to provide for
the quality of announced academic
goals and programs." The Dean
gave as an example of the need for
more faculty, the fact that during
every registration since he has
been at UPS, he has seen students
have to cross out as many as four
or five classes that they needed
and wanted for their academic
programs, and take, instead, something — anything that was
"open." Dean Bock has been trying to make the academic quality
that our catalogues and recruiters
promise, a reality, instead of a
"come-on." The administrative suggestions that the faculty members
who leave UPS this year not be
replaced unless their position is
absolutely essential belies these
promises of academic quality, and
Dean Bock is not alone in his obseration that this action would
put us in an even tighter academic situation than we are at present.
Dean Bock's decision to resign
was made after he returned from
his second trip to Miami with a
firm offer. The Trustees asked him
what they would have to do in
order to make it possible for him
to stay at UPS, and he gave them
a list of nine requests which were
directly related to his position as
Academic Dean. The Trustees considered his requests and Tuesday,
February 25, the Chairman of the
Board of Trustees called Dean Bock
to tell him they could not give
him what he asked for. On Wednesday, the Dean resigned, feeling that he had done all that he
could do to further the development of the UPS academic program.
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'Absurdity In The Round'
Kilworth Chapel Scene

4525-19th Ave. N.E.

by RON POWERS

Seattle, Wash. 98105

Review of "The Bald Soprano"
and "No Exit"
The basement of Kilworth Chapel was the scene last Friday and
Saturday evening for "Absurdity
in the Round," a UPS Studio
Production. Two one act plays
were presented, Eugene Ionesco's
"The Bald Soprano" and Jean

Ana joa. asituf act itisakftiL

Students in Insurance
Offered Financial Help
The James S. Kemper Foundation of Chicago has established
a fund for the purpose of assisting
those students who eventually
follow an insurance career.
For several years there have
been Kemper scholars and UPS.
some of whom were receiving
tuition grants during the entire
1 years that they were here.
There are still three grants
available for those freshmen and

sophomores who may have in
mind an insurance career. Besides
the tuition grant (depending upon
need) there is also an opportunity
for working in an insurance office during vacations either on
the west coast or in Chicago.
Anyone interested in the
grants should either contact Mr.
Louis Dibble of the Finanical
Aids Office or Professor John
Prints in McIntyre 128, extension 751.

UPS Students Offered
Direct Involvement . . .
By GEORGETTE PHILL
Sellout is a program offering
the UPS student an opportunity
to become directly involved in
the community through volunteer work. The purpose of Sellout
is to coordinate the various pro.
grams on campus (such as TACT
and SAGA) and to make available
to volunteers positions which are
enjoyable and of interest to a
wide variety of students. The type
of work performed, as well as the
amount of time given to it, will be
determined by the individual student. The areas of service range
from taking boys on outings and
to sporting events through the
Big Brothers organization, to as-

sisting with the weekly luncheon
for the Association for the Blind,
to conducting groups through the
Tacoma Art Museum, to instructing classes at the YWCA in art,
crafts, photography, etc.
Volunteer work can be an extended learning experience, not
only for the students majoring in
education, sociology, psychology,
but also for a student in any
other field merely because it involves the comunity, something
which we will all be a part of
when we graduate. The flexibility
of the new 4-1-4 program will
further provide the student with
time to apply classroom work in
the community. Contact Shirley
Stella, ext. 576.

PEACE CORPS

Paul Sarte's "No Exit," and both
groups of actors did an admirable
job in trying to portray the absurd
in a relevant and meaningful way.
Ionesco's play began each evening. The play, which he has called a "pointedly didactic, theatrical
work," is a grotesque caricature
of a stuffy, middle-class English
home that represents, to Ionesco,
the "universal petty bourgeoisie."
The players captured the university that Ionesco speaks of in
several unique ways. To set the
mood for the beginning of the
play, the audience was greeted
by sounds of "Revolution No 9"
from the new Beatles album as
they were seated in the round.
Another innovative idea was an
adaptation of the opening scene.
Ionesco's play begins with Mrs.
Smith's trivial conversation with
her husband about "English
salad" and "English water"
whereas the Studio presentation
used "American salad" and
"American water" as well as
o t h er "American" aspects
throughout the play.
Annette Broughton and David
Vergin played Mr. and Mrs.
Smith, and although their timing
was slightly off to begin with, on
Friday evening, they had believably asumed their roles by the
time the Maid, Colleen Crun, arrived. What follows when Mr.
and Mrs. Martin—Toni Sowers
and Peter Freer—arrived late for
their visit is a trip into what
seemed to be the world of Lewis
Carroll's "Through the Looking
Glass." Onane childish actions,
reversals or a speding up of time,

and dialogue that was "curious
and bizarre" resulted, particularly
after the appearance of the Fire
chief, Don Carter, in a wild and
frantic melee culminating in an
orgasmic, screaming rhythm that
stopped abruptly. The play ended symbolically with Mr. and
Mrs. Martin repeating the same
dialogue given by the Smiths at
the onset. All of the performers,
especially Miss Broughton and
Miss Sowers, gave exciting perfor
mances.
After a needed intermission,
due to the power of "The Bald
Soprano," the audience experienced another play of the absurd
which likewise drained their
partially replenished systems.
Sarte's 1944 play, "Huis Clos,"
deals with life in a place where
there is no exit, hell. This hell,
which is unlike anything the three
main characters imagined, is a
drawing room where Garcin, played by Roger Thompkins, is led
in the beginning by the "Valet,"
Randy Reeve.
The director for "No Exit,"
Jane Herrmann, added, as had
the directors for the Ionesco play.
Ruth Davis and Deborah Shaw,
some innovative ideas. For example. because the hell Sarte
created was devoid of sleep. Garcin, as well as Inez and Estelle—
Marty Dirkes and Becky Sprang
respectively—wore sunglasses until the Valet removed them, a
subtle but creative interpretation
of the play. Also, for time's sake,
some dialogue was edited, but it
did not detract from the meaning
of the play.
As the play unfolds, each of
the characters reveal more and
more about their lives, loves, and
why they are in hell. The catalytic
effect that Inez the lesbian. Estelle the socialite, and Garcin the
coward, all have on one another
results in the discovery that "Hell
is other people." They discover,
when the door is finally opened
at the end, that they are inseparable and cannot leave one another.

write for information
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OLIVER TAXI

A professor's plea for total

8 AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.

reform in the way we teach . • •

TACOMA AIRPORTER
RADIO DISPATCHED

This is the first of three parts of an article printed in Look Magazine
Reprinted by permission of the author.

112 So. 14th St.,

Dr. Judson Jerome is a professor of literature, a

ments locked in defense of their disciplines against maraud-

poet and director of the experimental, two-year-old Inner

ers with integrative concepts and a preoccupation with
current affairs. The deans and presidents find the flexibility they need to operate by initiating new programs,
with outside funding, and thus circumventing departmental

College at Antioch College in Yellow Springs, Ohio.
Most of us recognize that we might have been better
educated; but do we recognize that we might have im-

The combination of these forces is making a shambles

us farther from, rather than nearer to, our interests in

of the ivy-entrammeled structures of academe, and the
response of the professoriat is, all too often become
paralyzed in outrage. Academic backlash sets in—a reassertion of the old rules, a selfrighteous cry for law and
order, a reafirmation of the authority of reason and the
processes of democracy as defined by 19th Century
liberalism. It is a symptom of panic—an inadequate and
impotent response to the engulfing tide of irrationality
and disorder which, indeed, has broken across the lana.
It seems to me a failure on the part of intellectuals. In the
50's most of us were fighting to open the minds and
stir the hearts of a complacent and silent generation. Now
we are running scared before the monster of youth we our-

our subject? How many of us have let education exorcise

selves stirred from slumber.

our enthusiasm and quell our will to action?

Yet never have conditions been so propitious for revaluations. Becoming relevant again does not mean
succumbing to the tide. It may mean launching ourselves
into waters we do not understand. At some point of social
crisis, business as usual becomes immoral. Take the class-

sex, personal ethics, family relationships—without reference, in short, to the areas of experience which matter
as one prepares for citizenship, parenthood or any other
role outside the school? How many of us truly feel that
our college education was relevant to real human concerns? How many of us, especially in graduate study, have
let a model of scholarship be foisted upon us which took

I hear students telling me what I never had the guts
or imagination to say, though I recognize its truth: the
system isn't working. The whole network of departments,
field, areas, credits, requirements, courses, grades, which
we have accepted as educational design, does not relate
coherently to human learning, and the network is collapsing of its own Byzantine weight.
Of course this phophecy is of a piece with the absolutist mode of throught so prevalent today. If we are wrong

ower.i
Monday Friday
8 a.m. - 9:30

but by going about learning in completely different ways?
For example, why have we not resented—and changed—

1..1

vested interests.

proved our education not by pursuing more of the same

conducted almost without reference to politics, religion,

6

FU 3-1555

Saturday 8 a.m. - 6:00

"Say it with flowers" anytime
She'll love it!
Convenient location
608 Tacoma Mall — GR 5-4451

room. We are accustomed to think of it as the focus of
education, but to what extent are we victims of our inherited architecture? What compulsion is there to populate
those cubicles containing rows of chairs, blackboards and
a desk or lectern up front every MWF 9-10? Why, indeed,
meet in groups of 15 to 40, with some faculty member
making asignments, giving nonlectures and conducting nondiscussions?

a little, it goes, we are absolutely wrong—uncleansed on
the eve of the apocalypse.
In the shadow of such doom educational innovation
may be seen as just a frenetic bit of escapism on the part
of the Establishment, just another piece of patchwork to
cover over the general decay of standards and restraints
and orderly processes. With colleges opening at the rate
of one a week around the country, new programs popping
up like spring toadstools, there seems to be a deterioration
of the traditional measures of quality. Accreditation is
becoming a quaintly archaic word. Survival now seems to
depend upon new ideas, unique programs, ultramodern
facilities and eye-catching publicity.
Technology is making our central functions more
dificult rather than easier. We are bewildered by a revolution we are powerless to resist, and the "knowledge
industry" is rapidly becoming an economic tail that can
wag the educational dog. The sale of hardware is easier
to the new colleges, the community colleges, the large
complexes with more students than they can teach by
traditional methods, and less guidance (and interference)
from an experienced, critical faculty. Most professors are
as illiterate in the language of computers and other
skills of the new technology as Medieval man was in reading
and writing. Meanwhile, IBM and comparable companies
are becoming educators, their teaching machines monitored
by housewives.
But innovations may be an opportunity for intellectuals
to engage themselves with some of anarchy's root causes.
The innovators have the thrust of social needs, current college financing, industrial interest and students behind
them. They also have the backing of college administrations. Someone has compared the academic analogy is instructive. In the old days students and faculty used to
have in common, if nothing else, their complaints about
the stodgy and bureaucratic administration, but now
administrations sometimes find themselves aligned with the
students against a faculty epitomized by narrow depart-

Why think of education in terms of courses? It is disappointing that even the free colleges and universities
seem to have maintained the course format, as though innovation were chiefly a matter of inventing starling titles,
some of which seem to be trying to imply the content of
the whole course in themselves (e.g. Dartmouth's "CrossCultural Confrontation: Terrifying and Illuminating"). To
what extent do the compartments in which we put things
influence the way we think about them? Even if we were,
after due consideration, to come to the improbable conclusion that the classroom and the course process are
the most efficient methods of conducting education, we
would have to face the fact that the connotations of those
methods almost automatically alienate many—and many
of the most significant—of our students.
In the next few years we will probably see more and
more classrooms — throughout our colleges — emptied of
their present function. Even if students were to accept
course structures as they row exist, they are becoming
too numerous to be accommodated—and more efficient
ways are being found of feeding the passive ones. More
important, new definitions of education are being forced
upon us which bypass much of the sort of activity associated with classrooms. "Field Study Centers" or "beachheads" are springing up in ghettos and rural pockets of
poverty; groups of students and faculty move in to combine service with learning in such ways that the acquisition of knowledge is inseparable from its active use, and
units such as courses are patently inconceivable. More and
more information is being programmed for independent
study, freeing faculty time—at least in theory—for informal interaction with students in a variety of settings,
none of which is likely to be the classroom. Educational
games, in which individual or group responses to tactical
questions are tested against a computer's store of probable consequences, demand new equipment, new furnishings and kinds of rooms. Imagine classroom buildings being
broken up into living units, lounges, reading rooms, blocks
of carrels. We have much to learn about the ways people
can relate to one another and learn effectively.
LET'S MEET AT

AFTER THE GAME . .
AFTER THE DANCE .
ANYTIME!
.

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

WISE CATS
KNOW
you save
when you buy
COOK'S
TRAVELERS
CHEQUES
STILL ONLY
75 0 issuance charge ON $100
Available it
Travel Center of The Bank of Washington, 1121 A St.
Bank of California, 1011 Pacific Avenue

Specializing in
Steaks * Seafood
Cocktails

JOHNNY'S
on the MALL
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211
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Trail Markings
SAGA Workshop Sat.

One of the programs coordinated
through Sellout is SAGA. This program involves 1:1 relationship with a
young person who may be having
problems in school or in employment.
The volunteer helps this person to
gain some direction and offers various
alternatives for reaching a goal without making any decisions for him.
Here are the thoughts of Peter Altmann woh is now involved ni SAGA:
There is no administrative red tape.
No social structure as in most high
school and college groups. The program si simply to work with another
individual. No time is wasted in
meetings and talking about what
were "going" to do. You work with
an individual as you see fit.
I feel environment largely influences character development. I further believe that the environment
into which a person is born, is decided by fate. This is my opportunity to
share the tools I was fortunate
enough to acquire with someone not
so well fated.
On Saturday. March 22, there will
be a workshop for feedback from
those already involved and all those
interested in the SAGA program.
The workshop will be held in the
SUB at 10:30. Those interested please
call Peter Altmann at SK 9-7741.

Drug Abuse Film

Dream Girl Chosen

Crew Meet 9:30 a.m. Sat.

Saturday, March 8, the men of
Theta Chi Fraternity formally announced their selection for Dream
Girl of Theta Chi for the coming
year. The coronataion of Miss Molly
iMtchell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Mitchell II of Burlingame,
California, was made at the fraternity's annual Dream Girl Ball held at
Rosario Resort on Orcas Island in
the San Juan's. Miss Mitchell is a
member of Kappa Kappa Gamma
sorority.
Miss Mitchell was selected from an
attractive field of candidates, including Reni Cogger,Alpha Phi; Pam Tyler, Chi Omega; Vicki Lien, Delta
Delta Delta; Jenny Snyder, Gamma
Phi Beta; and Sue Sweetser, Independent Women.

Tomorrow the UPS Crew will host
a meet between the University of
British Columbia, Seattle University,
Pacific Lutheran on American Lake
in Lakewood. Starting at 9:30 a.m.,
the junior varsities of the respective
schools will compete. The varsity
starts at 10 a.m.

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS

"Especially for
YOU!"

erman
t merit
1920 Jefferson
MA 7-9383

German Food
IMPORT BEER AND
WINES
Dance to
ACCORDIONIST

The Trail salutes Dean, Tom, Ed, Karen, and outgoing members of Central Board. Good work,
Gang!

What's Wrong With
Putting All Your
Eggs In One Basket?
It really makes sense! Our Full Service Bank is a good "basket'
for every financial "egg." When you keep your Savings where you
do oyur Checking, your nest egg earns interest and at the same
time you're building a valuable credit rating with us. Should you
ever need a loan, it's quicker, easier to get. We invite you to come
in and get acquainted with our Full Bank Service, and encourage
you to open a Savings Account soon.

LARRY DIEDE
Tel.
FU 3-4739

6th Ave.
at Oakes

Tuesday - Thursday - Friday
Saturday Nights

The UPS Student Wives Club will
meet on Monday, March 17, at 7
p.m. in Room 9 of the SC. Highlight
of the evening will be the awarding
of prizes.
The program will feature a speaker
from the Pierce County Health Education Department who will show a
Film on drug abuse.
St. Patrick's Day refreshmenuts will
he served by Mrs. James Rishel and
Mrs. Bernie Danayski.

"One's Own Theology". . .
On March 19, at 11:00, Dr. D. Franklin Thompson. President of the University of Puget Sound, will speak
at University Chapel on the topic
of "One's Own Theology."
Dr. Thompson has been an educator
for approximately 31 years. He holds
degrees from Nebraska, Wesleyan
and Drew Universities, and was an
Oxford scholar. Additionally. Dr.
Thompson has honorary degrees
from several universities. He is an
ordained Methodist clergyman, and
is active in church affairs on a national and an international level.
President Thompson is involved in
many years of educational and civic
concern. One of his more recent appointments is that of committee
chairman for Washington Friends of
iligher Education. Th , s group includes the private colleges in the
state of Washington working for legeilative support for students in private universities.
At University Chapel, Dr. Thompson will address himself to the question of education and ultimate values, or theological categories. He sees
a new need for student involvement
in the total life of the contemporary
university. Dr. Thompson will attempt to speak to this issue and to
what this may mean for the future
of higher education. Our coming
University Council will be discussed.
Theology deals with one's ultimate values and one's understanding
of the final meaning of history. For
Or. Thompson, the worth of every
, ndividual as a child of God means
that education is more than a privilege; it is a necessary right.

Ask about
postage-free
Bank By Mail
service

VARIOUS
THINGS

CALIFORNIA
OREGON
WASHINGTON
mEmBER FDIC

OF CALIFORNIA
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

1011 Pacific Avenue

Tacoma, Washington

Take a course
in Sex
Education

STRIKE ! !

BE A WINNER IN OUR
AIR-CONDITIONED LANES

Learn something new about
the affect of after shave on the
female of the species with
Aqua Velva REDWOOD. The
fragrance is really different.
Really long lasting! We say it's
a little on the wild side. Let
her teach you what we mean!

POOL TOO!
Come and See Us

TOWER. LANES
6323 - 6th Avenue
or call SK 9-3583
HOURS 9 AM - I AM

AQUA VELVA

REDWOOD

AFTER
SHAVE
LOTION

When you share love.. today and forever more
Weisfield's has credit for students of promise
,

weisfieltfi
JEWELERS

925 Broadway
Villa Plazza
Tacoma Mall
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Ex-Candidate Speaks Out...

Cong rats,
Spence!

by BARB CLEMENTS
Interview with Tom Kneeshaw
Trail: As an ex-candidate for
the office of UPS President. what
do you feel should be the top
priority as far as the central
concern of the students at UPS?
Kneeshaw: Looking where students are now, we can in a fairly
strong position. We have a voice
on faculty committees. What we
need is a voice in the determination and administration of policy.
That's why it's essential to channel our energies toward the University Council. Something must
come out of Central Board to indicate that students want to equal
part in its creation.
Trail: What do you feel should
he the main characteristics of a
University Council?
Kneeshaw: We are denied the
right to reach the full measure
of our potentialities in our immediate community, that of the
University. A community should
he governed by democracy rather
than oligarchy, equality rather
than tyranny, and open honesty
rather than hypocrisy. It is urgent
that we channel our energy toward the creation of a University
Council which will give equal
voice to students, faculty. admin-

ROTC Sponsors
Blood Drive
(ROTC) — The Pierce County
Blood Bank is a non-profit institution whose major service is to
take blood and distribute it in the
Tacoma-Pierce County area. Most
of the blood collected by this organization is used by local hospitals and clinics, where they can
use all of the blood available. In
cooperation with the Pierce County Blood Bank, the Air Force
ROTC detachment at UPS is
sponsoring a blood drive here at
the university. On April 18 a
mobile blood unit will be at the
school to take blood from all who
wis hto give. Further details as to
the specific time and place will
appear in later issues.

Tiie proctor
it)ou5e Ae5tauratit
Lunch — Snacks — Dinner

istration. and trustees in the determination and review of University Policy. It is only through
the formation of such a council
that we will rid ourselves of the
clandestine operations and distrust that presently enshroud this
University. Such a council will
utilize the total intellectual resources of the University in resolving existing communication and
credibility gaps of this commu-

status quo and inform the ad
ministration that we are capable
of logic and imagination, capable
of rational decisions, ails] capable
to assume the responsibility of
determination and review of University Policy.
-

- Easter.

Faculty Rep. to CB

Is Just Around
The Corner

SELECT YOUR
TYPEWRITER
AT

H. D. Baker Co.
915 CENTER AT SOUTH
BR 2-3226

nity.

Don't Be Late

Bring Your Garments in
Now!
You can trust us with
your finest Easter Frocks
. our 2-bath system
gets them Twice as Clean
because they are Cleaned
Twice.
. .

What do you feel are
the weaknesses of the current
structures?
Kneeshaw: This is not a university community supposedly dedicated to good government. But
this university is ruled by an
oligarchical combination of administration and trustees who
dictate policy. Now. I ask you,
is this good government? Of conrse
not; tyranny would be more appropriate.
Trail: What do you feel we
should do to alert the UPS students to their responsibilities?
Kneeshaw: We have been referred to as a very stable and predictable student body. Well. I am
damn tired of being stable and
Trail:

.

THE TYPEWRITER
HEADQUARTERS

Anothw I aclusiv•

HOWELL
SPORTING GOODS, Inc

Rent — or — Buy

I...,

PR( I

Prot•cts garrn•nts against rain and *tams

The Finest 'in Athiety
Equipment"
922 Commerce
Ell 3 - 2653

For All Your
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

S cotchgard

• • •

Including Coin Operated
Self Service Dry Cleaning
and Laundry

• • •
Full Line Office Supplies
Unexcelled Service All Makes

new
era
cLeaners

lel

11. aun D Ft V

2621 N. Proctor
3624-6th Ave.
3820 S. Yakima

predictable Let us I TPSet the

HUNGRY?
THIRSTY?
LONESOME?

Try
PAT'S
North 21st and Oakes

Gunonson
O'frna 7 Jewe(7

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG

764 BROADWAY

527 PINE STREET

3123 North 26th

TACOMA

S EATT LE

SK 2-6667

BRoadway 2-4295

MA 4 1531

Come and See Us

You Can Never Get Too Much of a Good Thing ...
The Fragrance!
Shop
Imported Perfumes
Incense — Gifts
Only Shop of Its Kind
This Side of
San Francisco

French Dips — Monte Cristo's
Ruebens — Clubs — Soups — Chili
Chowder — Hamburgers — Roasts
Breaded Veal — Seafood — Steaks

2514 No. Proctor SK 9-9076

Methodist

Open 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuesday thru Saturday I
I
2405-6th Avenue
I

Group Flight To London

UPS STUDENT - FACULTY - ALUMNI

$365.00 Round Trip
42 DAYS — JUNE 17 TO JULY 29, 1969
Campus Contact
SK 9-3521, Ext. 316

Seattle Contact
MA 3-8895
or
Harlan Jones
463-9805
Vashon

With TV or Stereo Systems by Packard Bell
"College-oriented DISCOUNT Prices"

Parker Electric Co.
3521 6th Avenue (6th & Union)
SK 2-4992
Show your ASB card for special Student Savings
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A total of 4.65 million travelers flew or sailed across the North
Atlantic in 1965.

Swimmers Wing
Way to Nationals
Having closed out the regular
swim season, the Logger mer-

Rae/ SOWeit4

men have been readily preparing

JEWELRY

for the National Collegiate finals

Sales and Service for

taking place next week. It will be

Accutron

held at Springfield College in

Bulova
Hamilton
Elgin

Springfield, Massachusetts.
Throughout the season their
goal has been to beat the stan-

DIAMONDS - RADIOS

dard qualifying times set by the
NCAA. Individual and relay
times have both been beaten as
six Loggers dipped under the
alloted times. Qualifying for the
400 and 800 freestyle relay are
Bill Martin, Pete Hamilton, Dave
Voss, and Steve Kimberley.

2703 No. Proctor
SK 9-5681

Loggers making the trip are (l-r) Kim Lathrop, Dave Voss, Ron
Payne, Steve Kimberley, Bill Martin, and Pete Hamilton.

"A real delight..."*

Individually qualified for their
events are Bill Martin for the
200 yard backstroke, Hon Payne
in the 100 and 200 breaststroke,
Kim Lathrop in the 200 butterfly, Pete Hamilton in the scrambling 50 yard freestyle.
Entered as a relay in the medlay are Bill Martin, Pete Hamilton, Kim Lathrop, and Ron
Payne. The team will leave for
Springfield next Wednesday, the
19th, and return Sunday, the
23rd.

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
March 16, Sunday

by Robert L. Short

Rugby game

"The Parables of Peanuts

Wednesday, March 19
Swimmers leave for Nationals at
Springfield College, Springfield,
Mass.

Wednesday, March 19
Baseball: Banana Belt Tournament at Lewiston, Idaho

STUDI
MOTOR
INN

UAW

NOW
ON
SALE
Now you can get
Pennants of your
Favorite Peanuts
Characters at

is filled with wonderful
quotes and is a real delight to read from beginning to end. I could not
possibly be more pleased."
— *CHARLES M. SCHULZ,
creator of Peanutse

co

Across the Street from
World- famous Universal City Studios

100 AIR-CONDITIONED ROOMS
HEATED SWIMMING POOL - PATIO
23" COLOR TV • AM-FM RADIO
ROOM PHONES • BEAUTY SALON
LIQUOR STORE • DRY CLEANER
• RESTAURANT
COFFEE SHOP
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
For comfort and the best in luxury come visit
with us. We're only minutes from the varied
attractions that only Hollywood can offer.
IN THE HEART
OF THE
ENTERTAINMENT
CAPITAL
Call

AMEX. DINERS • MASTER CHARGE
CARTE BLANCHE. BANKAMERICARD
Member of
American Hotel Association

or Write for Confirmed Reservations- (213) 766-9581

Cloth, $4.95 • Paper, $1.95
At all bookstores

EMI

TIHarper & Row

March 21

4055 Lankershim Blvd.

NORTH

Baseball: UPS at Wenatchee JC

HOLLYWOOD
CALIFORNIA

COMFORT
for CONTACT
LENS WEARERS
are you getting the mosi
from your present
wetting solution?

TRY

14
Newest in California!
-/ overlooking SAN FRANCISCO
)

at our
expense and

CLAREMONT CABANA CLUB -

FEEL THE DIFFERENCE!

FREE SAMPLES
and brochure at

NO OBLIGATION
Send coupon below

r MI-CON LABORATORIES, INC.
520 Bonner Road
Wauconda, Illinois 60084
NAME

IN THE VALLEY OF THE SUN

PHOENIX ARIZONA

Internationally known winter resort. Stable
—fine string of riding horses. Swimming
Pools. Playground for children. Complete
recreation area including tennis courts.
Chuck Wagon
Planned entertainment
Picnics, Moonlight Rides, Dancing, etc.
Superb Cuisine. Cocktail Lounge. Golf
facilities at Valley Club. Spacious, luxury
accommodations. American Plan — Open
December 15 to May 1.
.

.

.

ADDRESS
CITY

For Information and Reservations, please contact
MAKE INN, 6000 E. Came lback Road,
.
Phoenix, Arizona . . or
DIAL DIRECT- Area Code 602, WHitney 5-6301
.

L STATE

ZIP

. .

THE BIG 9

The Bay area's only resort hotel - 20 min. I • Big, full Olympic-size pool
2. Special children's safety pool
from Son Francisco. 22 acre glamorous
garden setting with breathtaking views of

3. Rainbow trout pond

Bay area. Accommodations are the ulti-

4. Golf privileges at nearby golf clubs

mote in modern luxury. Dine in elegant

5. Beautiful diving boards,

splendor at moderate prices. Famous

plus Versailles Fountain

Terrace Lounge. Climate ideal for holidays 6. Poolside dining, beverage, snack bar
any tie of the year. I 200-car FREE pork - 7. Tennis Courts
ing lot. European Plan.. .Moderate Rates. 8. Gym, massage, and health club
Write, wire or call for Reservations

9.

Relaxing, modern Sauna baths

or for further information. Contact MURRAY LEHR, Managing Director

Telephone: (415) 843 '3000 , Teletype: 415' 891' 9302

,The 0 /ieine/ni" 41a,"
Claremont & Ashby

Avenues,

OAKLAND/ BERKELEY /CALIFORNIA
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UPS I UNIQUE MACRAME ART
EXHIBITS I by DEBBI HOWARD

I, Lonnie G. Woollett, am giving you a profound message: If you wish to go, go
big. If you wish to buy, buy from me. UNIVERSITY SALES, "wheels" on Campus.

Watch and Jewelry

YELLOW CAB

Repair

OR

Flowers

AMBULANCE

GUARANTEED

& ALSO
Heart. Lung - Resuscitator
Service

MA 71121 filer

DAILY PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY AT DORMS

2707 6th Ave.

cars
America
have come to Chevron island!

Sure turd geg,orrah,
JR

It Takes More
Than Irish Luck
To Keep Your
Car in Top
Shape!

L.(r)
Tani;

Even though spring
and St. Patrick's day
are just around the
corner, there is still a
lot of winter left before spring weather
is here to stay. There
is no time like the
present to see to it
that your car is ready
to meet any kind of
unpredictable March
weather.
We are 4ully equipped to give you the
kind of service you
need. It takes you
only a few minutes
to help your Irish
luck and keep your
car in top running
condition.

Quality Gas at Discount Prices

SHOE REPAIR
3817 1 2 North 26th
All Work Guaranteed

14'

2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

THE HEELS?"

Proctor

MA 7-7161

MODERN
CLEANERS

"DOWN AT

SEE

"Flowers for every
occasion"
1620 - 6th Ave.

BR 2-3063

# AP

Continuing for the next two
weeks there is an exciting exhibition of Macrame in Kittridge
Gallery.
Macrame is basically a simple
process of tying a variety of materials into knots. The materials
range from elegant spider web
yarns, heavy ropes, leather, and
prastic fibers. The knotted fibers have been combined with
beads, pieces of glass and ceramic
parts.
There are a variety of wall
hangings, mobiles, purses and
belts.
This gratifying, easily learned
technique has become almost a
lost art, says Virginia Harvey of
Seattle, the well known Northwest weaver and designer. She
has assembled the exhibition
which includes eight of her own
works and others that have come
from as far away as France.
Virginia Harvey will be hold
ing a workshop for Macrame from
July 16, 17, 18 during the summer session at UPS.

Farley's

U-SERVE-U-SAVE 2c per gal.

TNY'S
%0 CHEVRON
SERVICE
No 24th & Junett
SK 9-9080

IGO PER

ragearPri
IN FULL COLOR

■••It

Students or Faculty

Plus tax

America's record breaking supercars, funny cars
and dragsters have come to Chevron Island ... in
blazing color photo prints. Just 500 each. Every
week a new print. Get all six and you can receive a
giant 20 - x 25 - color enlargement of your favorite car
for only $1.50. Make your car a winner too. Pull up to
the white pump for Chevron Custom Gasoline — most
powerful gasoline in the West! All the more reason to...

Interested in selling mutual
funds part time?

Free Training
Phone for Appointment
582-0210

t It

40,74

Come to Chevron Island! 141

STANDARD *STATIONS part,:ting CHEVRON DEALERS

